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Inequalities and exposure to crime 

Spatial reordering of poverty = people from low SES groups and living in poverty being displaced from 

city centers / urban areas due to gentrification and urban regeneration. 

In recent years, dispersal of poorer people from urban areas. Revitalization of urban areas – 

gentrification. Recent years there has been a suburbanization of poverty. 

Spatial reordering of poverty. Declines in crime closer to city centre, but increase in crime in more 

suburban areas.  

As violent crime usually happens in a perpetrators neighborhood, there can be expected to be a strong 

correlation between suburbanisation of poverty and higher crime rates.  

Recorded crime is 5.6 times more likely occur in deprived areas. Crime is much less likely to be reported 

in deprived areas. 

 

Mental ill-health and policing demand 

Greater Manchester:

 

Highlights importance of partnership working to manage mental ill-health 

 

Presentation 2: changing inequalities in victims and offenders 

Susan McVie (University of Edinburgh) 



Over the last 30 years there has been a large reduction in crime in UK and other parts of developed and 

developing world. Was widely agreed that it was an international phenomenon driven by global instead 

of local factors. 

 

 

Crime usually recorded at aggregate level. Crime data doesn’t record wider community impact and 

legacy of crime. Crime does not measure impact on victims. 

Victim surveys: 

 



Needs to understand more about peoples ‘experiences’ of crime. How has exposer to crime changed for 

people over time. 

Crime hasn’t decreased at all for frequent victims of crime, those who experience crime 3+ times a year. 

This suggests widening inequality of experience of crime for more vulnerable people. Although there is 

an overall fall in crime, increase in inequality of crime. 

Related to lack of wealth, living in deprived community, and living in social rented housing. 

Profile of offender population has changed over the years. 

 

Early interventions for children who have adverse childhood experiences would be best targeted 

towards young people who experience: 

 Parental maltreatment 

 Live in a deprived neighborhood 

 Have poor general health 



 

 

 

Peter Langmean-Jones (Greater Manchester Police) 

 

Want to be more PROSPECTIVE with policing. If we are able to say with 90% confidence that there will 

be an incidence of domestic abuse in the next 8 hours in this neighborhood, what would you do?  

The implications of this is profound. Danger of discrimination, stereotyping. 



 

 

Other resources 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=5f10xpDAJlU&feature=emb_logo 

Further event details: https://bit.ly/InequalityCrimeWebinar1 
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